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Abstract. We present the first open and cross-disciplinary 3D Internet
research platform, called ISReal, for intelligent 3D simulation of real-
ities. Its core innovation is the comprehensively integrated application
of semantic Web technologies, semantic services, intelligent agents, ver-
ification and 3D graphics for this purpose. In this paper, we focus on
the interplay between its components for semantic XML3D scene query
processing and semantic 3D animation service handling, as well as the
semantic-based perception and action planning with coupled semantic
service composition by agent-controlled avatars in a virtual world. We
demonstrate the use of the implemented platform for semantic-based 3D
simulations in a small virtual world example with an intelligent user
avatar and discuss results of the platform performance evaluation.

1 Introduction

In the Internet of today, navigation and display of content mostly remains two-
dimensional. On the other hand, the proliferation of advanced 3D graphics for
multi-player online games, affordable networked high-definition display and aug-
mented reality devices let Internet users increasingly become accustomed to and
expect high-quality 3D imagery and immersive online experience. The 3D In-
ternet (3DI) is the set of 3D virtual and mixed reality worlds in the Internet
that users can immersively experience, use and share with others for various
applications [25, 5, 2, 31].
As of today, the 3DI offers, for example, various alternative worlds like Sec-
ondLife (2L)1, questville, Croquet and WorldOfWarcraft, and mirror worlds like
Twinity2. Applications include socializing and business collaboration in 3D meet-
ing spaces, the 3D exploration of virtual cities, the participation in cross-media
edutainment events like concerts and lectures, the trading of real and virtual
assets, the functional 3D simulation of production lines and architecture at de-
sign time, as well as advanced visual 3D information search by using 3D Web

★ The work presented in this paper has been partially funded by the German Ministry
for Education and Research (BMB+F) under project grant 01IWO8005 (ISReal).

1 http://secondlife.com
2 http://www.twinity.com



browsers such as SpaceTime and ExitReality. In such virtual worlds, the user
is usually represented by and driving the behavior of an avatar as her digital
alter-ego.
Major challenges of the 3DI are (a) the more realistic, standard-based 3D graph-
ical display in 3D Web browsers, and (b) the making of user avatars behave more
intelligent in their 3D environment. For example, the intelligence of most avatars
in virtual worlds today is either restricted to direct execution of non-verbal user
commands, or rather simple event-rule-based but resource-optimized means of
AI planning with massive volumes of action scripts in online games. Besides, in
most cases, avatars are not even capable of understanding the semantics of their
perceived 3D environment due to the lack of standard-based semantic annota-
tions of 3D scenes and reasoning upon them or do not exploit 3D scene semantics
for intelligent action planning in a virtual world they are involved in.
To address these challenges, we developed the first open, cross-disciplinary 3DI
research platform, called ISReal, that integrates semantic Web, semantic ser-
vices, agents and 3D graphics for intelligent 3D simulation of realities. In this
paper, we describe the innovative interplay between its components with focus
on semantic 3D scene annotation and query processing, and the semantic-based
action planning of intelligent agent-controlled avatars together with a discussion
of our experimental performance evaluation of the platform in a simple virtual
3D world. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other such integrated 3DI
platform available yet.3

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the ISReal platform while sections 3 and 4 describe the global seman-
tics and intelligent agents for semantic-based 3D simulation. Section 5 demon-
strates the use of the platform for a simple use case, followed by performance
evaluation results and comments on related work in Sections 7 and 8.

2 ISReal Platform: Overview

Virtual world descriptions in XML3D. The ISReal platform can be used to
develop and simulate virtual worlds in XML3D4 which is a 3D graphics-oriented
extension of HTML4. A virtual world scene is graphically described in form of
a single XML3D scene graph that includes all objects of the 3D scene to be
displayed as its nodes. In contrast to X3D5, XML3D scene descriptions can be
directly embedded into a standard HTML page such that every scene object
becomes part of and accessible in the standard HTML-DOM (Document Object
Model) by any XML3D-compliant Web browser capable of rendering the scene
without any specific viewer plug-in required. Graphical changes in the virtual
world during its simulation such as user interactions with the scene and 3D object

3 Major barriers of an 3DI uptake by people today refer to its potential physio-
cognitive, social and economic impacts on individual users of virtual worlds which
discussion is outside the scope of this paper.

4 http://www.xml3d.org
5 http://www.web3d.org/x3d/specifications/



Fig. 1. ISReal platform components.

animation in the browser correspond to changes of its XML3D scene graph in
the Web page of the virtual world scene which is loaded and processed by the
ISReal client. In the following, we give an overview of the platform components
and its communication architecture for virtual 3D world simulations.

Platform Components. The ISReal platform consists of five groups of com-
ponents that are the user interface, the global semantics, 3D graphics, intelli-
gent agents and verification environment (see Fig. 1). The graphics environment
maintains the given set of XML3D scene graphs of virtual worlds by its internal
RTSG-2 (real-time scene graph) system [24] and renders them by a pluged-in
3D rendering engine for high-quality 3D display such as our world-fastest ray-
tracer RTFact [9] at run time. For immersive 3D interaction with simulated
virtual worlds, it additionally provides an open, immersive VR (virtual reality)
system. The global semantics environment (GSE) is responsible for managing
global scene ontologies each of which describing the semantics of a virtual world
in its application domain as well as the execution handling of globally registered
semantic services which groundings have an effect on these ontologies such as
the change of the position of some object in the scene by the respective 3D
animation in the graphics environment (cf. Section 3). The verification environ-
ment manages and composes hybrid automata that describe spatial and temporal
properties of scene objects and their interactions and verifies them against given
safety requirements at design time; for reasons of space, we omit a description of
this platform component. The semantic world model of the platform is the set of
semantically annotated 3D scene graphs with references to the global semantics
and the verification component. The agent environment manages the avatar-
controlling intelligent agents capable of scene perception, local scene ontology
management and semantic-based action planning to accomplish its tasks given



Fig. 2. ISReal v1.1 communication architecture for virtual 3D world simulations.

by the user or other agents (cf. Section 4). Finally, the user can interact with a 3D
simulated virtual world scene by alternative means of 3D Web-based or immer-
sive 3D virtual reality system-based user interface of the platform. The interface
is either of both XML3D-compliant versions of Google Chrome and Mozilla Fire-
fox browsers or an immersive VR environment based on the open VR system
Lightning (which we connected with multi-touch display, space mouse, tracking
system and iPhone as 3D input devices). A user can (non-verbally) query the
semantics of marked single objects in the simulated scene with or without her
avatar, and to command her avatar to answer complex semantic queries and to
pursue given tasks in the scene.

Communication Architecture for Virtual 3D World Simulation. The
client-server-based communication architecture of the ISReal platform 1.1 for
single-user virtual 3D world simulation is shown in Figure 2.

The ISReal client is exclusively responsible for maintaining and rendering the
complete virtual world scene with its embedded 3D graphics environment, and
communicates with the ISReal server hosting all other components (and a Web
server, in case of XML3D browser as ISReal client) for intelligent simulation.
Asynchronous and bidirectional client-server communication is impemented by
use of the WebSockets API6. Once the initial world scene page in HTML/XML3D
is loaded by the ISReal client from the ISReal server, the client connects to
server-sided components, triggers the scene-relevant configuration of semantics

6 http://dev.w3.org/html5/websockets/



and agents at the server, and is responsible for user-interaction-based updates
and rendering of the XML3D scene graph (Web-based or immersive 3D).7 The
open ISReal platform in its current version 1.1 has been fully implemented in
Java and JavaScript.

3 ISReal Global Semantics

Semantic-based 3D simulation of virtual worlds is a key feature of the ISReal
platform. In this section, we describe the semantic annotation of 3D scene objects
and the global semantics environment of the platform in more detail.

3.1 Semantic 3D Scene Object Annotation

The semantic world model of the platform is the set of all semantically annotated
XML3D scene graphs for simulated virtual worlds. Any 3D scene object in a
virtual world is represented as a node of the XML3D scene graph that graphically
describes this world. The semantics of a 3D scene object can be described by
annotating its XML3D scene graph node by use of standard RDFa8 with links
to (a) the uniquely assigned object in a given global scene ontology described in
(the OWL-Horst fragment of) standard OWL2 that represents the conceptual
and assertional knowledge about the scene and application domain, (b) semantic
services in OWL-S that describe the operational functionality of the scene object
and are grounded in respective 3D animation scripts, and (c) hybrid automata
that describe object properties with respect to continuous time and space in
FOL linear arithmetics.
Figure 3 shows an example of semantic annotation of a virtual worlds scene
object, that is a door connecting room A with room B. The representation
of this object in the XML3D scene graph refers to a node labeled ”doorAB”
that includes its graphical description and semantic annotation. The first case
refers to the 3D geometry (mesh) data required for rendering the scene object
”doorAB” as defined in its respective subnode. The semantic annotation of the
”doorAB” node is in RDFa with references to (a) an uniquely assigned object
”doorAB” which semantics is defined in a given global scene ontology, (b) a
set of semantic services describing the opening and closing of ”doorAB” each
of which grounded with an appropriate 3D animation script to be executed by
the graphics environment, and (c) a hybrid automaton describing the temporal-
spatial property that ”doorAB” can be opened and closed with angular speed of
10 degrees per second, which is not possible to encode and reason upon in OWL2.
Both the given global ontology and semantic object services are maintained in
the global semantics environment of the ISReal platform.

7 We are working on a multi-user/server architecture where the ISReal server main-
tains the global scene graph and provides multiple clients with only update instruc-
tions of how to change and render their local views on the scene based on user
interaction events.

8 The same principle of semantic annotation can be applied to X3D scene graphs as
well. For a discussion of the benefits of XML3D over X3D, we refer to [27].



Fig. 3. Example of semantic annotation of a XML3D scene graph object with RDFa.

3.2 Global Semantics Environment

Architecture. The global semantics environment (GSE) consists of two com-
ponents as shown in Figure 4, that are the global ontology management system
(OMS) and the semantic service handler (SemSH). The OMS maintains a given
set of global ontologies each of which describing the conceptual (TBox) and fac-
tual (ABox, fact base) knowledge about one simulated virtual world in OWL2. It
handles the processing of different types of semantic queries issued by the user or
agents against the global ontology of the actually simulated virtual world9. We
assume that the TBox of the global ontology, in contrast to its ABox, does not
change during simulation. The selected global scene ontology is materialized in,
updated and queried through a selected RDF store of the OMS as usual. Other
semantic queries (which answering is not possible by triple stores) are routed
by the OMS query decider to the appropriate semantic reasoner(s) depending
on its type or indicated by the user. The SemSH maintains the global semantic
service repository that is assumed to contain all services in OWL-S which are
related to the global scene ontology in terms of having either a precondition to
be checked against its fact base, a grounding that may update the fact base as
an effect, or both.

9 In the following, we focus on the global ontology of one virtual world.



Fig. 4. Architecture of the global semantics environment (GSE).

Implementation. The implemented GSE has two architectural key features.
First, its OMS has an open plug-in (API) architecture for using any RDF/S store
and semantic reasoner as appropriate and is realized with the LarKC platform10.
The OMS query decider routes semantic queries to OMS plug-ins available for
the RDF triple stores SwiftOLIM (with RDF materialization of OWL2 under
OWL-Horst semantics) and AllegroGraph, the semantic OWL-DL reasoner Pel-
let11 with internal Jena RDF store, and the RDF relational reasoner STAR[14].
Second, semantic query answering and service handling by the GSE is upon
request only, in particular, the GSE does not actively communicate semantic
updates of the global ontology to other components; this avoids communication
bottleneck and supports the paradigm of perception-based knowledge for BDI
agents (cf. Section 4).

Semantic 3D Scene Query Processing. As a result of its open plug-in ar-
chitecture, the types of semantic queries the OMS is capable of answering de-
pends on the respective functionality of its plug-ins for triple stores and semantic
reasoners. For example, the OMS can (a) efficiently answer object (and OWL-
Horst concept) queries with its RDF store SwiftOWLIM using SPARQL, (b)
more complex (OWL2-DL) concept queries with Pellet using SPARQL-DL, and
(c) relational object queries with STAR. For example, a relational object query
like ”How are scene objects doorAB, doorBC and roomC related ?” is processed
by STAR by reduction to the corresponding NP-hard Steiner-Tree problem for
the RDF graph of the materialized global ontology followed by the polynomial
computation of an approximated solution in O(nlogn) in terms of minimal RDF

10 http://www.larkc.eu/resources/
11 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet



object property-based path [14]. The pattern-based conversion of the result by
our STAR-plugin of the OMS eventually yields a more human-readable answer
(rather than just a list of RDF triples) like ”doorAB leads to roomB from where
doorBC leads to roomC.” The semantic query decider of the OMS distributes
semantic queries to the specific plug-in for processing based on the respective
query type.

Global Semantic Service Execution Handling. Each semantic service reg-
istered at the global repository is executed either directly by the GSE or by the
3D graphics environment. In the first case, a service grounding updates the fact
base without any 3D animation, while in the second case a grounding triggers
both the 3D animation of an object and the change of its factual semantics in
the global scene ontology such as the opening of a previously closed door.

Fig. 5. Example of semantic 3D animation service execution handling by the GSE and
3D graphics.

Figure 5 illustrates the execution of semantic services with precondition and
grounding in animation that effects the global ontology. In this example, the
SemSH of the GSE receives the call of a semantic service ”openDoor” for opening
the scene object ”doorAB” by some avatar (or its user). After retrieving the
OWL-S description from its repository, it checks whether the service precondition
(in SWRL) holds in the fact base of the OMS with a respective SPARQL ASK
query. If successful, the SemSH triggers the execution of the service grounding,
that is the 3D animation script for opening the door ”doorAB” in the scene
by the graphics environment in the ISReal client. This animation may result



in a change of the attribute values of the (HTML-DOM) XML3D scene graph
object ”doorAB” which is observed by an object script doorChange() through its
registration at the HTML-DOM event handler for this object. In case the change
has been encoded in the object script by the scene developer to correspond with
a change of the animated object semantics in the global fact base, the script
sends a semantic update query with respective insert-delete lists of object facts
to the GSE for updating the global fact base by the OMS.

4 ISReal User Agent

In ISReal, the intelligent behavior of any avatar apart from direct user com-
mands is determined by an intelligent agent it is uniquely associated with in the
considered virtual world. The avatar represents the appearance of its user as her
alter-ego but also its agent in the virtual world, and as such it is described as
just another scene object in the XML3D scene graph of this world. The idea is
that the user does not distinguish between her avatar and the intelligent agent
that is driving its intelligent behavior; only in this sense, the terms ”avatar”
and ”agent” can be used interchangeably. But how to design such an intelligent
agent that is capable of understanding the semantics of the simulated scene it is
involved in and to perform semantic-based action planning?

4.1 Architecture

For the development of ISReal agents, we adopted the reactive BDI (belief-desire-
intention) architecture [22] that is known to be particularly appropriate for fast
perception, deliberation and action in dynamically changing environments such
as virtual 3D worlds. In very brief, the BDI agent is equipped with a plan
library of domain-dependent and -independent plan patterns and a BDI planner
to satisfy given goals by reactive action planning from second principles and
execution. Based on the perception of its environment, that is the simulated
3D scene it is involved in, and given task to pursue, an ISReal agent selects an
appropriate BDI plan pattern of operators, instatiates it with variable bindings
in its local fact base into actions which execution in turn affect the perceived
and locally updated state of the scene. Figure 6 outlines the architecture of an
ISReal agent which consists of (a) an uniquely associated avatar that is running
in the graphics environment (b) a semantic perception facility that interacts with
an agent sensor running in the graphics environment and the GSE, (c) a BDI
plan library and BDI planner, and (d) a local semantics environment (LSE) that
maintains its local knowledge about the virtual 3D world it is involved in.

Local Semantics. The LSE of an ISReal agent differs from the GSE in several
aspects. Though the local TBox is a copy of the global one copied from the OMS
of the GSE during scene initialisation at the ISReal server, the local fact base
includes only facts about scene objects the agent individually perceives via its
sensor (cf. Section 4.1). The local service repository includes semantic services
each of which encoding a plan operator from its BDI plan library; only services



Fig. 6. ISReal user agent architecture.

with an effect on the global fact base of the scene are also registered with the
global repository of the GSE. Further, the local SemSH handles the execution
of agent services (not registered with the GSE) which groundings have no effect
on the global fact base. This avoids that agents arbitrarily execute animations
without checking the correlated change in the global scene semantics - such as
walking through closed doors. Further, the LSE also offers plug-ins for local
selection and composition planning of semantic services registered with the local
repository.

4.2 Semantic Perception and Action Planning

Semantic Perception of 3D Scene Objects. An ISReal agent perceives its
environment via its uniquely assigned agent sensor that is continously running in
the 3D graphics environment. Each sensor is individually configurable regarding
the frequency, resolution and range of object sensing. It sends the set of previ-
ously unknown or semantically updated XML3D scene graph objects (including
the avatar object for self-perception) in the specified range together with their
hashed metadata record (from the scene graph) to the individual agent. The
semantics of perceived objects are then requested by the agent from the GSE
which returns the set of (a) all object-related facts (corresp. with terminological
object abstraction) from the global fact base and (b) all semantic object service
descriptions. The subsequent update of the local fact base and registration of
object services with the local repository completes the semantic perception. As
a result, an ISReal agent only knows about those parts of the scene it perceives
such that its local fact base may be inconsistent with the global one hosted by



the OMS of the GSE. In particular, individual sensors or local update strategies
(by default: immediately) of different agents may lead to different views on the
global scene.

Semantic-Based Action Planning and Query Processing. In principle, an
ISReal agent can answer the same type of semantic queries over its local ontology
as the GSE over the global ontology of the simulated world. In addition, it can
satisfy action goals like ”Go to next room.” or declarative goals like ”Show me
how to produce A with machine X?” by use of its BDI planner and semantic
service composition planner over its local ontology and service repository. By
default, an ISReal agent is equipped with domain-independent BDI plans for
acting in virtual worlds such for basic 3D animations of its avatar, processing of
different types of semantic queries in its local ontology, and execution handling
of its actions (services) via the GSE or by itself. Other domain-dependent plans
have to be added or customized for 3D scene simulation by the 3D scene agent
developer.
In case there is no BDI plan pattern in the library that can be instantiated to sat-
isfy a given action goal, the agent tries to solve this problem by action planning
from first principles, that is the application of a semantic service composition
planner to a given initial state in order to reach a given goal state. The initial
state is a local fact base copy, the set of actions are and the goal state is either
explicitly given or derived from the BDI plan context conditions at run time.
Alternatively, the agent may search first for query objects missing in the local
fact base by reactive BDI action planning before subsequent semantic service
composition planning can be performed.

Implementation. The implemented agent environment is hosted by the ISReal
server and consists of one intelligent ISReal agent and avatar by default, a model-
driven BDI agent development tool, ISReal agent configuration tool for avatar
assignment to and initialisation of an agent in a given scene, and the BDI agent
execution platforms JACK and JADEX for server-sided running of the agent
with client-sided 3D simulation of its avatar. The agent plug-ins for semantic
service selection and composition are OWLS-MX, iSeM and OWLS-XPlan 2.012.

5 Use Case Example

The implemented ISReal platform 1.1 has been used to develop and simulate
several virtual 3D worlds. In this section, we demonstrate this by means of a
simple example for 3D simulation of production lines.

Small Virtual World ”SmartFactory”. The small virtual world ”SmartFac-
tory” consists of two rows of three rooms each (rooms A to C, D to F) where
seven doors connect adjacent rooms, and one automatic ampoulle filling station
X located in room F. The station is capable of filling different types of pills
into a RFID-tagged cup that is placed on a transport wagon circulating between
different pill production stations on demand. The filling state of the cup is read

12 http://www.dfki.de/-klusch/i2s/html/software.html



via RFID sensors of designated control points while filling tasks are saved on its
RFID chip. There is one default user avatar ”Nancy” initially placed in room A.
Figure 7 shows the layout and a screenshot of the user interface in the XML3D
Chrome browser with the user avatar in front of the filling station.

Fig. 7. Small virtual world SmartFactory: Layout and Web user interface snapshot.

Implementation. We graphically modelled this world including the avatar
Nancy by using 3DSMAX and stored the designated HTML scene page with
embedded XML3D description of the initial scene graph at the ISReal Web
server. The global ontology for this world was developed by using Protege and
then used for semi-automated semantic annotation of objects. The ontology de-
fines 89 concepts, 38 properties with initially 57 facts about 38 semantically
annotated scene objects (7 doors, 1 avatar, 1 station with 29 parts) while the
global repository includes 29 object services in OWL-S. The ISReal agent for the
single user avatar Nancy is modelled as a novice which knows nothing about the
world objects: Its local fact base is empty and no object services are registered
with the local repository yet.

Integrated Example of Intelligent Simulation in a Training Scenario.
Once loaded into the XML3D browser client, the user can command her avatar
to explore the scene and to demonstrate the functionality of the filling station on
request. Consider the simple training scenario in which the user asks her avatar
”show me how to produce a pill XYZ with the filling station X?”. To satisfy the
declarative goal by semantic object service composition planning, the agent first
searches for the unknown query (goal state) objects pill XYZ, station X by reac-
tive BDI action planning with in-room navigation, semantic perception of objects
and respectively incremental update of the local fact base during its search. The
subsequently generated service composition plan with OWLS-XPlan over the
local ontology and 11 object services in the local repository is then reported to



the user in form of text as an answer and then executed by corresponding 3D
object service animations in the XML3D browser for demonstration.

6 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we discuss results of our preliminary performance evaluation
of the ISReal platform 1.1 with focus on the global semantics and agent envi-
ronment for the use case. The tests were performed with an average resourced
notebook (Intel Quad Core Q9400, 2.66GHz, 8GB RAM) 13.

Global semantics environment. The results of our performance evaluation
of the OMS plug-ins (SwiftOLIM, AllegroGraph, Pellet) for LUBM benchmark
essentially are in compliance with those reported by others elsewhere [18, 16] and
at the RDF Store Benchmarking site14. For our small use case, the triple store
contained 1087 (747 explicit) triples. Figure 8 summarizes the thruput of the
GSE (number of operations per simulation time). It shows, in particular, that
within 1 second of simulation in the use case, the GSE can perform 15 updates
and 75 queries over its store (precondition checks, fact retrieval; cf. Section 3).
The STAR reasoner moderately scales up to 35k triples with 35s average query
response time (AQRT).

Fig. 8. Avg ontology update time for use case (1k triples) and LUBM(1, 5, 10) [Left];
AQRT in relation to updates for use case [Middle] and LUBM(35k) [Right].

Semantic perception by agent for use case. The agent needs avg. 80ms
(320ms) to semantically perceive a scene object without (with) any annotated
service. Semantic perception time is the period from received sensor perception
event until completed update of the LSE with ontology and repository (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2). Object fact retrieval from the GSE takes 6.5ms, 74ms for local fact
base update and 240ms for registering object services in the local repository.

Semantic-based action planning by agent for use case. Preparation of the
planning domain for offline semantic service composition planning using OWLS-

13 Using the alternative immersive VR user interface of ISReal requires substantially
more resources for reasonable 3D simulation performance (e.g. 44 Cores with 16GB
RAM for about 15 frames per second).

14 http://esw.w3.org/RdfStoreBenchmarking



XPlan takes 400ms and plan generation without execution (3D animations) takes
5s. The plan execution (service grounding in animation) appears fast with about
530ms: Precondition check per service by the GSE in 6.5ms, 3D animation by
the graphics environment in 300ms and update of the global fact base in 27ms.

Discussion. Semantic-based 3D simulation with ISReal appears reasonable for
small virtual worlds with medium-sized global scene ontology, few hundreds of
annotated 3D scene objects and up to a few dozens of agents. For example, the
simulation time of 30 agents concurrently trying to open 30 doors would take
only 1.5 seconds: Checking of 30 preconditions by the GSE (195ms), concurrent
animation of door opening (500ms) and 30 updates of global fact base (810ms).
The GSE slows down the overall 3D simulation for one agent with 33.5ms and for
30 agents with 1 second. The reactive BDI action planning appeared extremely
fast (avg 25ms per plan operation check) but the main slow down of semantic-
based planning within simulation is caused by semantic service composition with
5 seconds.

7 Related Work

It appears common sense that the use of semantics can greatly improve the
management and retrieval of 3D content [11, 19, 21, 10] as it has been impres-
sively demonstrated for various practical applications in different domains such
as arts, bioinformatics, gaming, cultural heritage and virtual museums, partly in
relevant projects like Aim@Shape, FocusK3D and 3DVisa15. To the best of our
knowledge, the open 3DI platform ISReal significantly differs from this body of
work in general: Semantic annotation of 3D scenes in standard RDFa and OWL2
enables users and avatars alike to better understand the semantics of simulated
3D objects and their relations in the virtual world; the representation of 3D scene
graphs in XML3D allow for all-in-one and highly realistic 3D scene rendering by
any XML3D browser with our real-time raytracer RTFact; any ISReal avatar is
potentially capable of behaving more intelligent than other types of avatars in
virtual worlds available today thanks to the capabilities of its associated intel-
ligent agent for semantic reasoning, semantic-based action planning and service
composition.
In particular, many approaches to integrate semantic Web with virtual 3D worlds
[20, 12] put a strong emphasis on exploiting semantic 3D content annotation in
RDF, RDFS or proprietary formats for semantic object search and querying in
specific application context such as the virtual 3D furniture shop in [8, 15] or
the virtual 3D museum tour guide in [4] - but without semantic-based action
planning by user avatars like in ISReal. On the other hand, related work on
virtual agents such as in [1, 3] and STEVE (SOAR Training Expert for Virtual
Environments)[23] focus rather on multi-modal user-agent interaction in immer-
sive VR environments and use of AI planning by agents with pre-coded planning
domain knowledge and plan patterns - but without any semantic-based 3D scene
querying or service composition planning from first principles like in ISReal.

15 http://3dvisa.cch.kcl.ac.uk/project86.html



8 Conclusions

We presented the first open 3DI research platform for semantic-based 3D sim-
ulations in virtual worlds that uses semantic Web, semantic services, intelligent
agents and 3D graphics. ISReal user avatars are coupled with intelligent agents
that understand the semantics of their annotated 3D environment and perform
semantic-based action planning to satisfy goals (queries) of their users. Such
intelligent 3D simulations with the implemented platform are reasonably fast
for small virtual worlds with medium-sized global ontology, small number of
annotated 3D scene objects and up to a few dozens of agents.
However, scalability of semantic 3D scene query processing and semantic service
composition planning remains an issue for intelligent simulation of time-critical
applications of large virtual worlds with potentially thousands of semantically
annotated scene objects and hundreds of agents. Our ongoing work for ISReal
2.0 is on multi-agent planning scenarios, multi-user applications, and scalable
semantic query processing respecting relevant work [26, 28] and research results
from LarKC and SEALS16. The implemented ISReal platform 1.1 together with
the SmartFactory use case will be released under GPL license.
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